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INTRODUCTION
An overview of t he Moore Well-Being Program

HOW TO USE THIS GUIDE:
Throughout these pages, you will
see a brief description of each
resource and a link button.

Click on t he but t on
t o be t aken t o t he
websit e or source
document .

Academic performance is impacted by all of the
spokes on life's wheel such as social, emotional and
physical well-being. Our programs help you measure
your school's well-being and gain balance ? not only
in these life areas ? but also within the school's
community of students, parents, teachers and
administrators.
The Moore Well-Being Program effects change
beyond the superficial or even the behavioral level. It
encourages, inspires and measures change within the
individual, as well as the whole organization.
This brochure includes a sampling of the curriculum,
professional development and training, policies and
practices, and measurement resources from each of
the seven areas of the Moore Well-Being program.

CURRICULUM
CO GN I T I V E
An intellectually demanding approach to teaching and learning: International
Baccalaureate (IB) - Primary Years Programme, Middle Years Programme,
Diploma Programme, Career-related Programme. Appropriate for ages 3-18.
This is the approach to teaching math that was used in Singapore (not the
approach that was 'Americanized' and put into an American format):
Singapore Math. Appropriate for ages 5+.
A very thoughtful approach to teaching cursive and manuscript, beginning
in the early years: Handwriting without Tears. Appropriate for ages 5+.
EM OTI O N A L
A website to help educate teachers on different dimensions of character
developed by Angela Duckworth: Character Lab
A curriculum for purchase that helps students identify their emotions and
interpret social situations: Second Step
Quizzes, evaluations and modules that cover the full range of mental health
topics for teens: Teen Mental Health Organization

SO CI A L
An approach to creating a caring, rigorous learning environment: Responsive
Classroom
A bevy of curricular resources to help students deal with issues of privilege,
race, gender and class: Facing History and Ourselves
A resource focused on building international collaboration around sustainable
schooling: United National Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization

PH Y SI CA L
A resource to help educators understand all the dimensions of a strong
physical activity program: CDC's Comprehensive School Physical Activity
Programs Guide
Let's Move is a wonderful guide to help develop a physically active school:
Road Map For Developing An Active School
Resources to help schools plan how to encourage healthy eating, physical
activity and mental health: Southwestern Public Health

FI N A N CI A L
A curriculum that teaches 9 - 16 year olds how to make and manage money:
The National Credit Union Foundation
"Money Smart" programs for grades K - 12: Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation
Free downloadable materials for kids, teens and adults on subjects ranging
from savings, retirement and identity security: Practical Money Skills

SPI RI T UA L
This site provides resources to engage students in discussions of racism and
social justice: We Are Educators for Justice

Resources for teachers to help their students incorporate mindfulness
practices into their daily lives: Mindful Schools
Solutions for mind and body in the classroom for all ages: Yoga Ed

EN V I RO N M EN TA L
Readings, videos, fact sheets and a curriculum on composting: Cornell Waste
Management Institute
Resources for teachers to help them teach topics in environmental education,
as well as a list of environmental education grants: EPA
A website for children filled with stories, games and videos that teach about
different dimensions of the environment: Environmental Education for Kids

PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPM ENT
AND TRAINING
CO GN I T I V E
WORK RULES! by Laszlo Bock shows how to strike a balance between
creativity and structure, leading to success you can measure in quality of life.
An organization that provides leadership training in using restorative
practices in schools: Partners in Restorative Initiatives

EM OT I O N A L
Training and resources to help teachers and students develop their social
and emotional skills: Teaching Heart
A program that schools can use to help teach adults about social and
emotional well-being: Institute of Health and Human Potential

SO CI A L
Resource guide to leading peace circles: Healthier San Francisco

A resource focused on building international collaboration around
sustainable schooling: United National Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organization

PH Y SI CA L
This organization trains teachers in using yoga in the classroom. There are
trainings around the world, throughout the year: Breathe for Change
Online courses and webinars covering a wide range of PE applications; offers
CEUs: PE Central

FI N A N CI A L
A 30-Day/Step Course in Financial Well-Being for adults: Forbes
A 4-week Financial Well-Being Challenge for adults: Financial Finesse

SPI RI T UA L
A variety of spiritual-based online lessons and courses for individual
development: Unity Worldwide Spiritual Institute
Mindfulness courses specifically designed for teachers, guidance counselors,
social workers, administrators and other professional support staff: The
Centre for Mindfulness Studies

EN V I RO N M EN TA L
Green classroom professional teacher trainings at your school: Center for
Green Schools

Tips on starting a student-driven green program including obtaining equipment,
and collecting data: Project Learning Tree

POLICIES AND PRACTICES
INDIVIDUAL LEVEL
This is a sampling from each of the seven areas of well-being.
-

-

Prep lessons in the back of another teacher?s classroom where you can
listen/learn.
Spend less than one hour watching a show/movie each day.
Ask people how they are doing...and mean it.
Notice the impact of your emotions on other people.
Be an active listener, paraphrase and ask questions.
Learn how to apologize whole-heartedly when you are wrong or hurt
someone else, even unintentionally.
Eat slowly, avoid distraction during meals and listen to your internal signals
of hunger and fullness to avoid overeating.
Take at least 10,000 steps a day.
Know the amount of money that you need to earn in order to live the life you
would like. Plan how you are going to make that happen make it happen.
Know your family budget and stick to it!
Move toward making the world a better place in all of your actions.
Make an effort to be mindful: when interacting with others, give your full
attention to the person instead of splitting your attention with your phone
or your thoughts or upcoming tasks.
Buy local. As much as possible, patronize local business and focus on
products made as locally as possible.
Reduce your consumption and know that there is no ?away!?

POLICIES AND PRACTICES
ORGANIZATIONAL LEVEL
This is a sampling from each of the seven areas of well-being.
-

-

-

Have people who are the best at something train everyone else; share
principles, role-play, discuss, review video of role-play.
Get 360 feedback on ?do more of?and ?do differently?every 6-8 weeks from
different people you collaborate/co-teach with, are supervised by, or are
taught by.
Begin/end each staff meeting with a few minutes of yoga, meditation, EFT...
Integrate the concept that every person?s experience is just as valid as one?s
own into discussions.
Facilitate staff social gatherings, both in school and outside of school on a
monthly basis.
Provide advisers: a network of experienced leaders offering confidential,
one-on-one office hours.
Provide gym memberships for employees or have equipment on site for use.
Have a well-being fund - a set amount of money that staff receive each year for
purchases related to their well-being.
Hold an employee healthy luncheon to share and pass along the recipes.

Have a Finance Committee that works with the budget and is responsible for
communicating with the community about financial matters.
Conduct an annual staff survey focused heavily on innovation, execution, and
retention.
Encourage a minute of meditation time at the beginning of meetings.
Display and distribute spiritual wellness information.
Have a school-wide collection system for recycling, composting and landfill
items.
Avoid printing documents, if possible.

M EASUREM ENT
RESOURCES
CO GN I T I V E
5 Steps to Building a Student Portfolio: ThoughtCo
Parent, student, and teacher surveys: AWE - Assessing Well-Being in
Education

EM OT I O N A L
Overall well-being assessment: University of Michigan
A workplace survey, free for schools, for individuals and organizations
that measures emotional engagement: The Wellbeing Lab
SO CI A L
Conflict management survey and description of styles: Association of
American Colleges & Universities
Surveys, reports and services to improve the social climate in schools:
YouthTruth

PH Y SI CA L
Take Charge of Your Health Well-Being survey for individuals: University
of Minnesota
A guide to administering wellbeing surveys, including questionnaires: nef
economics foundation

FI N A N CI A L
A survey on financial well-being for individuals: Consumer Finance
Five simple and effective measures of financial well-being: MoneyUnder30

SPI RI T UA L
A tool that explores wellness at both the religious and existential levels:
Spiritual Well-Being Scale
A brief but thought-provoking self-test that indicates a well-suited spiritual
purpose: Higher Awareness

EN V I RO N M EN TA L
A very detailed carbon footprint calculator for individuals and small
organizations: Carbon Footprint

Environmental awareness questionnaire: Global Issues in Language Education

M OORE WELL-BEING IS
JUST A CALL AWAY...
Free 30- minute consult

Dr . Jen n M oor e
262.885.7690
jen n m oor e@m oor ew ellbein g.com
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?Bullying happens every 7 minutes in every kind of school.
Over 70% of students say they have seen bullying in their
schools. Nearly 50% report being bullied at least once during
the past month. More than 40% say they are frequently
involved in bullying (two or more times in the past month.)?
DR. MICHELE BORBA, CLINICAL PSYCHIATRIST,
AUTHOR AND SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL LEARNING EXPERT
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An overview of t he Moore Well-Being Program
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Academic performance is impacted by all of the
spokes on life's wheel such as social, emotional and
physical well-being. Our programs help you measure
your school's well-being and gain balance ? not only
in these life areas ? but also within the school's
community of students, parents, teachers and
administrators.
The Moore Well-Being Program affects change
beyond the superficial or even the behavioral level. It
encourages, inspires and measures change within the
individual, as well as the whole organization.
This SOCIAL well-being resource kit includes a
sampling of the curriculum, professional development
and training, policies and practices, and measurement
resources your school could choose to implement.

CURRICULUM
D I GI TA L CI T I Z EN SH I P
This is an amazing website for teachers and parents. It provides a digital
citizenship curriculum as well as recommendations of different websites and
movies: Common Sense Media
CLA SSRO O M CU LT U RE
An approach to creating a caring, rigorous learning environment: Responsive
Classroom
A curriculum for healthy relationships with lesson plans: The No-Fault Zone
A curriculum to help classrooms develop caring classrooms: Tribes Learning
Communities
SO CI A L SK I LLS
An approach to working with middle and high school students that fosters
healthy relationships: Engaging Schools
A bevy of curricular resources to help students deal with issues of privilege,
race, gender and class: Facing History and Ourselves
CO N FLI CT RESO LU TI O N
A conflict resolving situation that is applicable for K-8: I Can Problem Solve

PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPM ENT
AND TRAINING
WORK RULES! by Laszlo Bock shows how to strike a balance between
creativity and structure, leading to success you can measure in quality of life.
Martin Seligman's "Flourish" presents his dynamic new concept of what
well-being really is and how to cultivate it through your unique talents.
This organization holds trainings year-round that provide teachers with
strategies and resources to foster thoughtful, balanced discussions around
privilege, race, gender and class: Facing History
An amazing tool to help students and adults develop strong communication
skills to help them take responsibility for their feelings and needs:
Nonviolent Communication for Educators
An intensive 5-day, onsite training program from the Nonviolent
Communication for Educators in the US

CLA SSRO O M CLI M ATE
Face to face training to help teachers and administrators develop a healthy
culture: Responsive Classroom
An approach to helping adults and children communicate in healthy,
responsible ways: Nonviolent Communication
An approach to fostering a positive classroom climate: Tribes

PEA CE CI RCLE T RA I N I N G
Training to help educators lead peace circles with students and colleagues:
University of Akron
An organization that provides leadership training in using restorative
practices in schools: Partners in Restorative Initiatives
Workshops on facilitating peace circles: Community Justice for Youth

ED U CAT I N G FO R LO N G-T ERM CO M M U N I T Y SU STA I N A B I LI TY
A resource focused on building international collaboration around
sustainable schooling: United National Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organization

POLICIES AND PRACTICES
INDIVIDUAL LEVEL
-

-

-

Notice the impact of your emotions on other people.
Practice recognizing others?emotions.
Verbally appreciate at least three people per day.
Each day, ask a thoughtful question of someone you don?t usually talk to.
What happened today that wasgreat?What have you been enjoying lately?How
have you been doing?
Smile at everyone you see and say ?Hello.?
Listen to what other people are saying and ask questions of them.
Be an active listener, paraphrase and ask questions.
Have lunch with someone new.
Listen to a different person each day, listening for their feelings and needs.
Empathize with them.
Organize an outing, explore a new place...whatever you do, just switch it up.
Socialize off-line as well as online. Face-to-face interaction is just as
important as online communication.
Look for similarities rather than differences in others which helps to foster
connections. We all have far more similarities than differences. We all
basically want the same things and have the same needs.
Learn how to apologize whole-heartedly when you are wrong or hurt
someone else, even unintentionally.
Learn the power of forgiveness. When someone's hurt you it?s hard to forget,
but in the end holding on to anger only continues to hurt yourself.
Recognize someone?s job well done. Everyone likes to feel appreciated, and
they are likely to pass it on.
Operate on the belief that people are fundamentally good.

POLICIES AND PRACTICES
INDIVIDUAL LEVEL
CONTINUED
-

-

-

Learn the power of forgiveness. When someone hurts you, it?s hard to forget,
but in the end holding on to anger only continues to hurt yourself.
Success franchising is coming up with a positive behavioral change that is
easily replicated. We are told that any success that can be observed can be
repeated thanks to mirror neurons, those receptors in our brain that cause us
to unconsciously mimic other people. The example of this form of positive
inception could be found in Ritz Carlton?s 10/5 policy that requires their
employees to smile at everyone who is within 10 feet of them and greet
everyone within 5 feet radius.
Creating a new shared narrative is about creating value and meaning by
appealing to emotions of people who you have challenges with. For example,
if I wanted to move on from a negative situation with a colleague, I could talk
with her about how scary it was to initiate a conversation with her and how
much I want to have a better relationship with her.
If there?s a bully at work, change your interactions with the bully? Ask the
bully the following questions:
- What would you like? (outcome they desire that they can
create/maintain)
- What will having that do for you? (how they?ll feel/benefits they?ll get)
- How will you know when you have it? (proof/criteria that will be
present)
- Where, when, with whom do you want this? (timing/who else/scope)
- What might of value you have to risk to get this? (is it ok for them to
have this outcome?)
- What are the next steps?

POLICIES AND PRACTICES
INDIVIDUAL LEVEL
CONTINUED
-

-

-

Cliques are bound to be strictly stereotypical. Do not get carried away just
because you think being a part of the clique offers security. Here are the
things you need to keep in mind when dealing with difficult people in cliques:.
- Stay strong enough to be yourself
- Do not join others in badmouthing or isolating someone
- Do not seek fake security in cliques
- Choose your words carefully always
- Never let your confidence falter
- Confront when it is needed
- Change can happen if you try
- Leave the clique if really nothing changes
Re-writing your scripts with colleagues is about changing a prevailing social
script by making it positive and therefore increasing one?s social influence.
This can be done by using a ?power lead?and utilizing humor. Example of a
power lead evolves around speaking first. The first statement in any dialog
has a big impact on the tenor of the whole exchange. For example, you?re
talking to a friend who is struggling. If you allow them to start by complaining,
the entire conversation will be about her struggle and your sympathy. But if
you were to remark that she looks better than the last time you saw her or
ask her about something positive in her life, you can re-write the script of that
entire interaction by taking the ?power lead?and injecting the positive at the
start.
Put boundaries around working at home (i.e. no emails after 6:00pm,
spending 1 hour of time at home on planning/prepping, spending 1 additional
hour at school per day) and enlist a buddy to hold you accountable/help you
stick to it.

POLICIES AND PRACTICES
INDIVIDUAL LEVEL
CONTINUED
-

-

-

Let it go. Things have happened in the past that have hurt you. Imagine the
negative event is a cloud over your head, and you?re now giving it permission
to move along. If you are saying something negative about another person,
that?s a sure sign you can work on letting it go.
Recognize someone?s job well done. Everyone likes to feel appreciated, and
they are likely to pass it on.
Operate on the belief that people are fundamentally good.
Encourage positive gossip about other people in your organization.
When gossip, arises, say ?I don?t want to talk about them ?cause they?re not
here.?
Address serious gossip challenges with a problem-solving orientation. It?s
normal to feel bad/sad and those feelings can be empathized with/validated
or thinking through next steps. If you're still not sure if something is gossip,
take these illustrations for a test run:
Does the chitchat rejoice in the misfortune of others? Yep, gossip.
Does it have a negative emotional charge or seem to perpetuate conflict or
negativity?Gossip again.
Does it hurt or damage the one being spoken of? Yep, gossip.
Would you say it in front of this person's face? If no, that?s gossip.
Is it an unsubstantiated rumor about another employee's work situation (a
promotion or demotion)? Uh-huh, gossip.
Choose to intentionally change conversations to be about how people?s
families are doing, what?s happening in their lives - rebuilding personal
connections...Use face to face time sharing things that give us joy, not just
frustrating things.

POLICIES AND PRACTICES
ORGANIZATIONAL LEVEL
-

-

Provide talking circles to foster communication both in times of peace and
in times of conflict.
Provide regular opportunities for families to socialize (play board games,
card games, bake, sew, build, play sports).
Help all staff meet the families of the students they are helping.
Facilitate staff social gatherings, both in school and outside of school on a
monthly basis.
Provide a buddy bench, where people who want to talk/play with someone
can sit and connect with others.
Provide gathering spaces within/around/outside of the school for people to
sit and chat.
Provide advisors: a network of experienced leaders offering confidential,
one-on-one office hours.
Arrange for random lunches: set people up with others they don?t yet know.
TGIF: weekly school-wide meeting to share updates with 30 minutes of
Q&A - questions are submitted ahead of time and voted on so the leader
knows which questions are most relevant to most staff.
Provide channels for disagreement.
Bureaucracy Busters: a regular program to identify and fix biggest
frustrations for staff.
Upward Feedback Survey: 2x per year survey about supervisor quality.
Conduct experiments to see in what ways you can improve trust in your
school.
Build a great culture, which requires constant experimentation and
renewal.
Use groups of peers or independent teams for hiring, promotions, salary
increases, awards, and firing ? often excluding the direct supervisor.
Put more wood behind fewer arrows. Be thoughtful about where you
require compliance and accordance.
Design physical spaces to encourage interaction across departments and
classrooms.

POLICIES AND PRACTICES
ORGANIZATIONAL LEVEL
-

-

-

-

Eliminate status symbols (i.e. parking spaces).
Highlight a different employee each week with their photo on a bulletin
board and their basic bio. Invite people to jot notes of appreciation to
this person on post-its to add to the bulletin board.
Celebrate staff accomplishments with public recognition (fun, short,
inexpensive).
Eliminate connecting achievements to salary increases/bonuses.
Volunteer-Staff Talks: staff sharing work and non-work expertise.
Outsider Inspirational Talks (ie. authors, business leaders, entertainers).
Have people who are the best at something train everyone else (share
principles, role-play, discuss, review video of role-play).
Get 360 feedback on ?do more of?and ?do differently?every 6-8 weeks
from different people you collaborate/co-teach with, are supervised by or
are taught by.
Build a regular AI process into the lifecycle of the organization - every
few years or so.
Conduct Improv training. It promotes laughter and joy while also helping
people be more flexible in their thinking about interactions with others.
It brings ?Yes, and? ?into your school.
Organize social events for staff and their families at work, always
providing childcare as an option.
Provide reading materials around the school to promote common
hobbies and interests (magazines, newsletters, books).
Create collaboration spaces, with paint, comfortable chairs, pillows and
tables.
Administer DiSC and Productive Conflict Surveys, providing education
on how to use this information about how you work together.

DEPARTMENT
HEADS / LEAD
TEACHERS ARE
THERE TO...
-

Care about people's well-being

- Coach and t rain t o develop st aff
- Set vision and st rat egy
- Empower individuals
- Help clear roadblocks
- Make t ie-breaking decisions
- Provide t echnical advice

POLICIES AND PRACTICES
ORGANIZATIONAL LEVEL
N EW H I RES
-

-

Only hire people who are better than you, who will be successful in the
context of your school, and who will make everyone around them more
successful.
Referrals from existing staff are the best source of candidates.

I N T ERV I EW S
-

Assess candidates on both direct job related qualifications; as well as
questions and situations that reveal their abilities in cognitive reasoning,
problem-solving, learning aptitude, conscientiousness, and emergent
leadership.

SA LA RI ES
-

Pay bonuses based on the median salary of all people in a job.
Make pay commensurate with contribution following a power law rather
than a normal distribution.
Provide experiential rewards in lieu of monetary awards.

M EASUREM ENT
RESOURCES
A quick and easy survey tool to track school culture: TinyPulse
Surveys, reports and services to improve the social climate in schools:
YouthTruth
Workplace surveys to understand and track individual and organizational
well-being. It is free for schools. Contact them to set up a site for your
school that will archive your data: The Wellbeing Lab
Individual organizational survey about dimensions of wellness: Welcoa
Conflict management survey and description of styles: Association of
American Colleges & Universities
Quiz for identifying conflict management style with explanation of
advantages and disadvantages of each: Built in Chicago
Conflict management styles quiz:NC State University
Measuring overall well-being in schools: AWE parent, student, and
teacher surveys

M OORE WELL-BEING IS
JUST A CALL AWAY...
Free 30- minute consult

Dr . Jen n M oor e
262.885.7690
jen n m oor e@m oor ew ellbein g.com
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Social-emotional wellbeing in the
classroom improves academic, personal
and social skills.
AMERICAN INSTITUTES FOR RESEARCH 2013 REPORT
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Academic performance is impacted by all of the
spokes on life's wheel such as social, emotional and
physical well-being. Our programs help you measure
your school's well-being and gain balance ? not only
in these life areas ? but also within the school's
community of students, parents, teachers and
administrators.
The Moore Well-Being Program affects change
beyond the superficial or even the behavioral level. It
encourages, inspires and measures change within the
individual, as well as the whole organization.
This EMOTIONAL well-being resource kit includes a
sampling of the curriculum, professional development
and training, policies and practices, and measurement
resources your school could choose to implement.

CURRICULUM
GEN ERA L I N FO RM AT I O N O N EM OT I O N A L W ELL- B EI N G
A website to help educate teachers on different dimensions of character
developed by Angela Duckworth: Character Lab
A teacher's guide to understanding the foundation and processes for
developing social-emotional well-being: Commonwealth of Australia
A curriculum for purchase that helps students identify their emotions and
interpret social situations: Second Step
Social - emotional learning strategies for K-12 including text, videos and links to
national reports and support: Edutopia

CO N FLI CT RESO LU TI O N
A conflict resolving situation that is applicable for K-8: I Can Problem Solve

M EN TA L H EA LT H
Mental health lesson plans for elementary grades through high school: Can
We Talk?
Guidance on preparing to teach students about mental health and emotional
well-being: PSHE Association
A wealth of mental health information filtered by age, country, price,
curriculum, file type and more: Tes
Quizzes, evaluations and modules that cover the full range of mental health
topics for teens: Teen Mental Health Organization
N EW TECH N I Q U ES FO R EM OT I O N A L W ELL- B EI N G
An outstanding goal setting and self-regulation curriculum for purchase:
BOLT to Success
An interactive digital workbook for purchase designed especially for teens
who are highly sensitive: Energy Skills for Highly Sensitive Teens

PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPM ENT
AND TRAINING
WORK RULES! by Laszlo Bock shows how to strike a balance between
creativity and structure, leading to success you can measure in quality of life.
Martin Seligman's "Flourish" presents his dynamic new concept of what
well-being really is and how to cultivate it through your unique talents.
This organization holds trainings year-round that provide teachers with
strategies and resources to foster thoughtful, balanced discussions around
privilege, race, gender and class: Facing History
An amazing tool to help students and adults develop strong communication
skills to help them take responsibility for their feelings and needs:
Nonviolent Communication for Educators
And an intensive 5-day, onsite training program from the Nonviolent
Communication for Educators in the US
A journal article on teacher's affective well-being and emotional
intelligence: Frontiers in Psychology

FO ST ERI N G ST U D EN T S' EM OT I O N A L D EV ELO PM EN T
Training and resources to help teachers and students develop their social
and emotional skills: Teaching Heart
Research and resources on how to support social and emotional learning:
American Institutes Research
The preeminent research organization on social and emotional learning,
with a website containing many tools to support social and emotional
well-being in children and adults: CASEL

EM OTI O N A L I N T ELLI GEN CE
A program that schools can use to help teach adults about social and
emotional well-being: Institute of Health and Human Potential
A program for schools that helps teachers develop their social and emotional
well-being, and then helps them teach their students about their own social
and emotional well-being: Yale Center for Emotional Intelligence
An online forum of educators, based in Wales, that provides resources to
help bring social and emotional learning into schools: Seal Community

POLICIES AND PRACTICES
INDIVIDUAL LEVEL
-

-

-

-

Practice recognizing your own emotions.
Notice your physical responses to events/thoughts.
Meditate.
Get curious about your own emotions.
Notice the impact of your emotions on other people.
Practice recognizing each other?s emotions.
Make time for your hobbies. Having interests outside of work and school
is important to decompressing.
Adopt an animal in need or volunteer at an animal shelter.
Try adding some aromatherapy, such as lavender oil or a eucalyptus
scented candles to you relaxation routine.
Work toward self-acceptance.
Remember no one has it all figured out. When someone is rude to you,
keep in mind that you don?t know their personal struggles. When you
think someone has it ?all together,?understand that some people may be
hiding their personal problems and feign a smile.
In a bad mood? Put on some happy tunes, sing and dance.
Treasure the weird.
Use Signature Strengths in a new way: We believe that people can get
more satisfaction out of life if they learn to identify which of these
character strengths they possess in abundance and then use them as
much as possible in school, in hobbies, with friends and family. You can
take the VIA Signature Strengths test for adults/children
Three Good Things: Write down three good things that happened each
day for a month. The three things you list can be relatively small in
importance: "I answered a really hard question right in Language Arts
today" or relatively large in importance: "The guy I've liked for months
asked me out!" Next to each positive event listed, you write a reflection
on one of the following questions:
- 'Why did this good thing happen?'
- 'What does this mean to you?'
Provide time for yoga, meditation, EFT, etc. in class each day.
Ask people how they are doing...and mean it.

POLICIES AND PRACTICES
ORGANIZATIONAL LEVEL
-

Provide individual counseling for children, staff and families on campus.
Provide group therapy for children, staff and parents on campus.
Provide classes in yoga, meditation, EFT, etc. for families and staff.
Provide induction activities for new employees?first year in a new role.
Begin/end each staff meeting with a few minutes of yoga, meditation, EFT...
Integrate the concept that every person?s experience is just as valid as
one?s own into discussions.
Provide new/working parent coaching to deal with the challenges of
working and raising children.
Provide retirement coaching for people ready to move into that phase of
their lives.
Have surfaces that absorb noise around the building to allow people the
opportunity to concentrate in quiet.

M EASUREM ENT
RESOURCES
Scientifically developed assessment tool offers a snap shot of your
current level of well-being and stress management: Heartmath
Wellbeing Survey for Educators: Panorama Education
Many different kinds of FREE surveys that measure different emotions:
University of Pennsylvania Positive Education website
Individually administered emotional literacy formal assessments for ages
7 -16: GL Assessment
Schoolwide assessment tool regarding students?feelings: GL Assessment
A workplace survey, free for schools, for individuals and organizations
that measures emotional engagement: The Wellbeing Lab
Measuring overall well-being in schools for parents, students and
teachers: AWE

M OORE WELL-BEING IS
JUST A CALL AWAY...
Free 30- minute consult

Dr . Jen n M oor e
262.885.7690
jen n m oor e@m oor ew ellbein g.com

